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 Net verified and are safe, fast, and 100% compatible. VX VX mini-z's USB Mic is the ultimate in miniature professional USB
microphones. It is the perfect addition for anyone seeking a solution for high-quality voice-over recording in a tiny package, and

it's ideal for all areas of applications and environments. The convenient cord and short length make this mic ideal for use with
smaller speakers, in offices and studios where space is limited, and for use with headphones. The VX mini-z features a 35 mm

housing which makes it the smallest USB mic ever produced for superior voice reproduction. It offers an exceptional
combination of low profile and extended frequency response of 40 Hz to 20 kHz. The mic includes a mix-down function so that
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you can record directly to a DAW or record to its own dedicated recording software via USB. Buttons are located on the top,
allowing fast and simple assignment of specific functions. This is an extremely compact USB microphone with a built-in mixer.
USB allows you to record or listen to your audio with plug-and-play simplicity, and its low profile makes it easier to use in many

situations. Features and Benefits: Extremely small size with lightweight housing Uses the USB standard for high-quality audio
High-quality voice reproduction Versatile with built-in mixer and 4 assignable buttons High-quality S/PDIF digital output

Designed for professional voice-over applications This is the ultimate in miniature professional USB microphones. It is the
perfect addition for anyone seeking a solution for high-quality voice-over recording in a tiny package, and it's ideal for all areas

of applications and environments. This is an extremely compact USB microphone with a built-in mixer. USB allows you to
record f3e1b3768c
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